Technology and Stormwater: “The Delta Between Cool & Useful”

https://stormwaterinspect/freesignup
Promo Code: TXMS42018
Create your own questions and section headers.

SAMPLE INSPECTION REPORT
Cool! Support Training Communication Useful
INTEGRATED TRAINING VIDEOS AND WALK-THROUGHS

How can we help you?

Type in your question...

- Quick Start Video
  Demonstration of all main features.
- Add a construction site or any asset
  Step-by-step on how to add assets to the map
- Configuring Inspection Forms
  How to build inspection forms and assign them to the correct inspection type.
- Adding an inspection
  How to add an inspection
- Calendar features
- Adding BMP Activity Data
- Training Videos / FAQs
  Screen capture videos of different various features.
Thank you

Ty Garmon, LEED AP
(409) 658-9340
tgarmon@lja.com